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A novel robust disturbance rejection

anti-windup framework

Guang Li ∗, Guido Herrmann†, David P. Stoten†, Jiaying Tu †

and Matthew C. Turner ‡

November 25, 2010

Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel anti-windup (AW) framework for coping with

input saturation in the disturbance rejection problem of stable plant systems. This

framework is based on the one developed by Weston and Postlethwaite (W&P) [26].

The new AW-design improves the disturbance rejection performance over the design

framework usually suggested for the coprime-factorization based W&P-approach.

Performance improvement is achieved by explicitly incorporating a transfer function,

which represents the effect of the disturbance on the nonlinear loop, into the AW

compensator synthesis. An extra degree of freedom is exploited for the coprime

factorization, resulting in an implicitly computed multivariable algebraic loop for

the AW-implementation. Suggestions are made to overcome the algebraic loop

problem via explicit computation. Furthermore, paralleling the results of former
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work [23], the additive plant uncertainty is incorporated into the AW compensator

synthesis, by using a novel augmentation for the disturbance rejection problem. In

this new framework, it is shown that the internal model control (IMC) scheme is

optimally robust, as was the case in [23,29].

The new AW approach is applied to the control of dynamically substructured

systems (DSS) subject to external excitation signals and actuator limits. The benefit

of this approach is demonstrated in the simulations for a small-scale building mass

damper DSS and a quasi-motorcycle DSS.

1 Introduction

To improve the stability and performance of control systems subject to control input sat-

uration, anti-windup (AW) control has been extensively studied, see, e.g., [1–3,11,12,22,

23, 26, 28]. The main feature of this strategy is that a two-step design procedure is in-

volved in the controller synthesis: a nominal (linear) controller is initially designed whilst

ignoring the input saturation; then, a linear compensator is synthesized to cope with the

windup problem. Among the existing AW approaches, the linear conditioning scheme

proposed by Weston and Postlethwaite (W&P) [26] is comparatively easy to implement.

Its design objective is to recover the system’s linear behaviour quickly, when input satu-

ration occurs. Successful applications of the W&P scheme to aerospace, hard-disk drive

and wireless network problems have been reported (see, e.g., [5, 6, 25]).

Current studies of the W&P scheme mainly focus on stability and the recovery of linear

control performance for tracking problems. However, disturbances are always present and

can deteriorate performance significantly. Hence, although it is not necessary to consider

the disturbances when studying the system stability alone, the system performance in

the presence of disturbances is nontrivial and has received scant attention in the W&P

literature.

This paper aims to develop an AW framework for the disturbance rejection problem

based on the W&P scheme. Performance is improved by explicitly incorporating a transfer

function, representing the effect of the disturbance on the nonlinear loop, into the AW

synthesis. The incorporation of this transfer function requires an extra matrix variable
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when using the Projection Lemma to synthesize the AW compensator. Unfortunately,

this variable introduces an algebraic loop into the framework and we propose a generic

method that resolves this algebraic loop, which has its potential applications in a range

of situations. Furthermore, additive uncertainty in the plant is also incorporated into

the synthesis, which enables a tradeoff between AW performance and robustness. This

provides an alternative to the result in [23].

In addition, we focus on an application of the new AW-design in a field of current

worldwide interest, i.e. the problem of dynamically substructured systems (DSS), for real-

time experimental dynamics tests (see, e.g., [15,18] and the references therein). The DSS

approach allows for critical engineering components, called physical substructures, to be

tested at full size, while the remaining parts of the system, called numerical substructures,

are run in real-time simultaneously. This approach can overcome drawbacks involved with

purely numerical or purely physical testing. On the one hand, some physical components

may contain significant uncertainties and nonlinearities, so that replacing them by an

estimated numerical model may greatly influence the testing results. In particular, it is

possible to test safety-critical physical components; for example, a numerical aerodynamic

model can be used to add a vertical force and pitch moment to the body of physical

racing car in a track simulation test rig, so that the aerodynamics of the racing car can

be investigated [16]. On the other hand, using some physical components in a testing

procedure may be either unnecessary or unrealistic (e.g., the inclusion of a full-size dam

or bridge within a laboratory environment). See [18, 27] for a detailed discussion on the

advantages of using DSS. The control objective in DSS is to synchronize the interaction

signals at the interface between the numerical and physical substructures, subject to the

testing (excitation) signal. Since the testing signal for the DSS in the controller design

can be assumed to be a measured disturbance, DSS control is essentially a regulation

problem with measured disturbance attenuation. Normally, DSS are designed so that

actuator limits are not an issue. However, actuator saturation can occur in some DSS

implementations, in which case synchronization would be lost and the test be invalidated.

Therefore, the study of AW-design is important for DSS in such circumstances. We use

two DSS simulation examples to show the advantage of the new AW approach developed
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in this paper.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Notation is summarized in section 2. Then,

the generic framework for the disturbance rejection AW-compensator design is proposed in

section 3: the nominal case is considered in subsection 3.1; in subsection 3.2, this approach

is further extended to the design of the robust AW-compensator for the disturbance

rejection problem, by incorporating additive uncertainty. The algebraic loop problem

associated with this approach is resolved in section 4. Section 5 presents two comparative

AW approaches, for completeness. In section 6, the AW approach, together with the

comparator methods, are applied to two DSS systems in numerical simulations. Finally,

section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Notation

Let T denote an operator or mapping. Then ∥T ∥∞ denotes the H∞ norm of a linear

operator T and the induced L2 norm of a nonlinear operator T is defined as

∥T ∥i,2 := sup
∥x∥2 ̸=0

∥T x∥2
∥x∥2

(1)

where ∥x∥2 :=
√∫∞

0
∥x∥2dt is the L2 norm with ∥x∥ :=

√∑n
i=1 |xi|2 as the Euclidean

norm.

A n by n matrix D is diagonal if its entries dij = 0 for j ̸= i. We denote a diagonal

matrix as D = diag(d11, . . . , dnn) or D = diag(d), where d is the vector of diagonal entries

of D.

The single-variable signum function is defined as

sign(ui) =


1 for ui > 0

0 for ui = 0

−1 for ui < 0

.

and the multi-variable signum function for a vector u is:

Sign(u) = diag (sign(u1), sign(u2), · · · , sign(um))

The multi-variable saturation function is defined as

Sat(u) := [sat1(u1), . . . , satm(um)]
T (2)
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where sati(ui) := sign(ui) × min {|ui|, ūi} and ūi > 0 is the i’th saturation limit. The

following identity holds

Dz(u) = u− Sat(u) (3)

where Dz(u) is the deadzone function. The deadzone operator

Dz(u) = [dz1(u1), dz2(u2), · · · , dzm(um)]
T

where dzi(ui) = sign(ui)max(|ui| − ūi, 0) can be subject to differing limit values ū =

[ū1, ū2, · · · , ūm]
T .

A decentralized nonlinear element N (·) = diag(n1(·), . . . , nm(·)) is said to belong to

the Sector[0, I] if all ni(·) belong to the Sector[0, 1], that is:

0 ≤ uini(ui) ≤ u2
i , ui ∈ R. (4)

Hence, this implies for any ni(·)

n2
i (ui) ≤ uini(ui) ≤ u2

i . (5)

Note that both the saturation and deadzone operators belong to Sector[0, I]. For a de-

centralised Sector[0, I] nonlinearity, it follows that there exists a diagonal matrix W such

that

N (u)′W (u−N (u)) ≥ 0, u ∈ Rm (6)

Let a matrix E ∈ Rn×n, and denote its entries as eij. Then the matrix E is said to be

strictly diagonally dominant (see page 349 in [8]) if

|eii| >
∑
j ̸=i

|eij| for all i = 1, . . . , n

3 A generic framework for the disturbance rejection

anti-windup compensator

The AW scheme we employ is inspired by the framework proposed by [23, 26], as shown

in Fig. 1. The transfer functions for the plant and controller are

P(s) =
[
Pw(s) Pu(s)

]
K(s) =

[
Kw(s) Ky(s)

]
(7)
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where all the uncertainties from ulin to ylin are assumed to be lumped into an additive

uncertainty, represented by a stable transfer function ∆(s).

The results in this section are based on the two assumptions of which the first one

concerns the open loop plant:

Assumption 1 Pu (and Pw) is asymptotically stable.

If the right coprime factorization of Pu(s) is Pu(s) = (N(s)E)(M(s)E)−1, so that

M(s)E − I

N(s)E

 ∼


Ap +BpF BpE

F E − I

Cp +DpF DpE

 (8)

then the system conditioning in Fig. 1 is achieved by tuning F and E. Via block diagram

manipulation, Fig. 1 can be equivalently represented by Fig. 2, which allows us to study

system stability and performance in an easier way. In [26], the concept of minimizing

the L2 gain from ulin to yd for AW-compensator design is proposed, and in [23] this

concept is further extended by incorporating an additive uncertainty of the plant into the

AW-compensator synthesis through minimizing an extra term from ulin to z∆.

In this paper, we aim to reduce the influence of the external disturbance signal d̃.

Hence the control objective is modified by minimizing the L2 gain from the external

signal d̃ to yd directly. To do this, an extra transfer function Pd from d̃ to ulin is included,

so that Fig. 2 can be simplified to Fig. 3 for the AW-compensator design. In Fig. 3,

the states of Pd and Pu are xd ∈ Rnd and xp ∈ Rnp ; the dimensions of the signals and

matrices are ulin, ud, ũ ∈ Rnu , yd ∈ Rny , E ∈ Rnu×nu and F ∈ Rnu×np .

The transfer function from d̃ = d to ulin in Fig. 2 is derived as Pd(s) = (I −

KyPu)
−1(Kw + KyPw) ∼ (Ad, Bd, Cd, Dd). This implies another assumption, the nomi-

nal closed loop:

Assumption 2 Pd is well-posed and asymptotically stable.

Assumptions 1 and 2 are sufficient and standard assumptions made in constrained control

to achieve global stability [22,23].
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3.1 Design of AW-compensators for disturbance rejection (DAW)

We first consider the nominal case, where the additive uncertainty is not present and the

disturbance signal d̃ = d. Given the AW framework as shown in Fig. 3, we have the

following theorem for AW compensator synthesis:

Theorem 1 The L2 gain from d to yd is less than γd if there exists a symmetric positive

definite matrix

P :=

P11 P12

P T
12 P22

 ∈ Rnp+nd (9)

such that the following two linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) are satisfiedPAo + AT
o P + PWA +W T

AP WC + PWB

W T
C +W T

BP WD

 < 0 (10)

with

Ao =

Ap 0

0 Ad

 (11)

WA =

 0np BpCd

0nd×np 0nd

 WB =

BpDd 0np×ny

Bd 0nd×ny


WC =

0np×nw CT
p

0nd×nw CT
d D

T
p

 WD =

−γdInw DT
d D

T
p

DpDd −γdIny


and AT

dP22 + P22Ad P22Bd

BT
d P22 −γdInw

 < 0 (12)

with γd > 0.

Proof The proof can be developed using the Projection Lemma, by following similar

approaches to those given in, e.g. [3, 7]. See the Appendix for details. �

Remark 1 It has been shown that the framework of W&P falls into the more generic one

of Grimm et al. [3], but the W&P framework is much less complicated to implement [7].

Theorem 1 in this paper, as an extension of the W&P framework, can also be subsumed

into the framework of Grimm et al. [3]; the emphasis here is the parameterization of
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the AW compensator via a coprime factorization approach, which is simpler and more

tractable than [3].

Remark 2 It is possible to further reduce the stability conservatism by using other con-

ditions on the saturation/deadzone, e.g. [9, 13], although the design complexity might be

increased.

Remark 3 We summarize the AW compensator synthesis procedure as follows:

1) Given the matrix variable P = P T > 0, solve γ∗
d := min γd > 0 subject to LMIs (10)

and (12) to yield P ∗ and γ∗
d .

2) Substituting P ∗ and γ∗
d with some chosen diagonal positive definite W , solve the LMI:

Ψ +HTΛG+GTΛTH < 0 (13)

for Λ, with Λ :=
[
F E

]
and

Ψ =


AT

o P + PAo PBo + CT
doW̃ CT

po

BT
o P + W̃Cdo W̃Ddo +DT

doW̃ − γdĨnw 0

Cpo 0 −γdIny

 (14)

H =
[
BT

p 0nu×nd
−Inu 0nu×nw DT

p

]
diag(P, W̃ , I) (15)

G =

 Inp 0np×nd
0np×nu 0np×nw 0np×ny

0nu×np 0nu×nd
Inu 0nu×nw 0nu×ny

 (16)

W̃ =

W 0

0 Inw

 (17)

Remark 4 From the above AW compensator synthesis procedure, it can be seen that the

poles of the AW compensator, i.e. the eigenvalues of Ap + BpF , are mainly determined

by the dynamics of Pd and Pu. In section 3.2, an extra mapping representing robustness

is involved in the L2 gain minimization, so that the poles can be placed more flexibly and

a tradeoff between robustness and performance can be achieved.
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Note that in Theorem 1, the Lyapunov function candidate with the form of V (xp, xd) =

[xT
p , x

T
d ]P [xT

p , x
T
d ]

T is used. If we simplify this Lyapunov function candidate to

V = xT
p P1xp + xT

dP2xd (18)

with P1 = P T
1 > 0 and P2 = P T

2 > 0, then a simpler version of Theorem 1 is derived as

follows, without proof (which does not need the Projection Lemma and is similar to that

in [23]):

Corollary 1 The L2 gain from d to yd is less than γd if the following LMI is satisfied

M11 0 BpEU − LT 0 LTDT
p +Q1C

T
p

∗ M22 Q2C
T
d Bd 0

∗ ∗ −EU − UET Dd UETDT
p

∗ ∗ ∗ −γdI 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γdIny


< 0 (19)

with Q1 > 0, Q2 > 0 and

M11 = ApQ1 +Q1A
T
p +BpL+ LTBT

p

M22 = AdQ2 +Q2A
T
d

Here U = W−1, γd > 0 and L = FQ1.

Remark 5 Compared with the approach developed in Theorem 1, Corollary 1 provides a

much simpler approach for implementation: 1) the algebraic loop can be resolved directly

by setting E = I, since the gain for the LMI-optimization process in Corollary 1 is

independent of E due to the existence of variable U ; 2) the two step AW compensator

construction procedure is avoided, since the Projection lemma is not used. However, the

approach from Theorem 1 is less conservative than the one from Corollary 1, due to the

different candidate Lyapunov functions employed. In Section 4, we discuss how to cope

with the algebraic loops when E ̸= I.
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Figure 4: Anti-windup scheme modified from Fig. 1

3.2 Disturbance rejection AW (DRAW) with guaranteed robust

performance

We consider the case where an additive uncertainty of the plant is incorporated into

the AW-compensator synthesis. This result parallels that of [23], but introduces a novel

approach to the argument on robustness for AW-compensator design, which particularly

suits disturbance rejection problems. In general it is not possible to assume that a plant

is modelled accurately, so that the consideration of model uncertainty is desirable.

We modify the approach in section 3.1 by augmenting d so that d̃ =

 d

dd

, where dd

has the same dimension as the plant output y, and d is the DSS testing signal. We replace

Kw by
[
Kw wdKy

]
and Pw by

[
Pw 0

]
, where the scalar wd > 0. In this case, we have

Pd̃ = (I −KyPu)
−1

([
Kw wdKy

]
+Ky

[
Pw 0

])
∼ (Ad̃, Bd̃, Cd̃, Dd̃)

(20)

Here we minimize not only the induced L2 gain ∥Tyd∥∞, where Tyd : d̃ 7→ yd, but also the

L2 gain ∥Tu∥∞, where Tu : d̃ 7→ u, in order to achieve a compromise between robustness

and performance with respect to disturbance rejection. A minimal ∥Tu∥∞ guarantees

robustness to additive uncertainty, while a small ∥Tyd∥∞ guarantees the performance. It

is more obvious to see this from Fig. 4, which is modified from Fig. 1.

From the above analysis, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2 (Disturbance rejection AW (DRAW) with guaranteed robust performance)
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Consider the L2 gain condition

1

γd

∥∥∥∥∥∥ W
1
2
y yd

W
1
2
r u

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

− γd∥d̃∥2 ≤ 0 (21)

where Wy and Wr are chosen diagonal weighting matrices during design to achieve a

tradeoff between the minimization of Tyd : d̃ 7→ yd and Tu : d̃ 7→ u. (21) is satisfied if there

exists a symmetric positive definite matrix

P :=

P11 P12

P T
12 P22

 ∈ Rnp+nd (22)

such that the following two linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) are satisfiedPAo + AT
o P + PWA +W T

AP WC + PWB

W T
C +W T

BP WD

 < 0 (23)

with Ao =

Ap 0

0 Ad̃

,

WA =

 0np BpCd̃

0nd×np 0nd


WB =

BpDd̃ 0np×ny −Bp

Bd̃ 0nd×ny 0nd,nu


WC =

0np×nw CT
p 0

0nd×nw CT
d̃
DT

p 0



WD =


−γdInw DT

d̃
DT

p 0

DpDd̃ −γdInyW
−1
y −Dp

0 −DT
p −Γ


and 

AT
d̃
P22 + P22Ad̃ P22Bd̃ CT

d̃

BT
d̃
P22 −γdInw DT

d̃

Cd̃ Dd −γdW
−1
r

 < 0 (24)

with γd > 0 and diagonal matrix Γ = diag(γ1, . . . , γnu) > 0.
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Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. The diagonal matrix variable is derived

from Γ := γdW
−1
r W 2 + 2W ≥ 0 where the diagonal matrix W > 0 corresponds to the

multiplier of the sector bound condition satisfied by the deadzone in Fig. 2. For a feasible

solution Γ∗, it can be guaranteed that there is also a feasible solution W ∗, as shown below.

Since the diagonal matrices Wr and W are positive definite and γd is positive, Γ must be

diagonal and positive definite. Hence we have

aw2
i + 2wi − γi = 0 with i = 1, ..., nu

where a := γd/wri > 0, and wi, γi, wri are diagonal elements of W , Γ and Wr. The

solutions of wi are

wi =
−2±

√
4 + aγi

2a

so that there must be one solution greater than zero. �

Remark 6 An AW compensator can be constructed using the similar procedure as stated

in Remark 3 for Theorem 1.

Remark 7 Define the operators Tû : d̃ 7→ û, Tsat : u 7→ û in Fig. 1. We have

∥Tû∥i,2 = ∥TsatTu∥i,2 ≤ ∥Tsat∥i,2∥Tu∥∞ = ∥Tu∥∞, since ∥Tsat∥i,2 = 1. This means that

the minimization of ∥Tu∥∞ implies the minimization of ∥Tû∥i,2, which contributes to the

reduction of the L2 gains of the loops from d̃ to yd and from d to û. Note that the mini-

mization of the operator from d to û is similar to a ∥KS∥∞ minimization in robust control,

where K is the robust controller and S is the closed-loop sensitivity [17]. Hence we remark

that the inclusion of the minimization of ∥Tu∥∞ also minimizes ∥Tû∥i,2, ensuring robust-

ness to additive plant uncertainty; that is, Theorem 2 poses a robust performance design

approach. This follows by observation of Figs. 1 and 4 and the fact that we minimize the

gain of the operator dd 7→ û when minimizing ∥Tu∥∞.

Remark 8 The L2 gain minimization of the mapping Tu reduces the input u to the

nonlinear saturation operator, and hence it directly prevents saturation.

Remark 9 From Fig. 2, we can see that ∥Tu∥∞ ≥ ∥Pd∥∞. In particular, when M = I

and E = I, then we have ∥Tu∥∞ = ∥Pd∥∞. This is the internal model control (IMC) AW

13
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case, which shows that the IMC AW is optimally robust. This is an important parallel

to [23], where the AW approach is shown to be optimally robust for the IMC AW, although

the approach to the design of a robust AW compensator is different from the approach in

this paper.

Remark 10 For the DRAW approach of Theorem 2, a filter Wfd can also be included to

modify Pd, as Kwnew := KwWfd and Pwnew := PwWfd. A proper choice of Wfd can further

improve the performance.

4 Resolving algebraic loops

Although the scheme suggested in Theorem 1 in Section 3 can provide superior perfor-

mance, one of the significant problems for implementation is the issue of algebraic loops,

due to the matrix E ̸= I. For AW-compensator implementation, it is necessary to explic-

itly compute the signals in the partial AW-structure of Fig. 5.

Some issues of algebraic loops, such as well-posedness, robust stability and solution

method, have been investigated in, e.g. [10, 20, 21]. In [21], it is shown that an algebraic

loop can be represented by a quadratic program; then the solution of the algebraic loop

can be derived by resolving the quadratic program iteratively. A proposal for resolving

scalar algebraic loops has been given in [4]. It was shown that the scalar algebraic loop is

easily solved explicitly, rather than through implicit numerical algorithms, assuming that

a saturation nonlinearity limits the control signal. This idea can be extended to algebraic

loops with multiple signals.

The algebraic loop of Fig. 5 can be decomposed as in Fig. 6 so that we obtain a

14
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Figure 6: Equivalent two-loop representation of the algebraic loop

purely static operator û 7→ ũ containing the algebraic loop, while an outer loop contains

the dynamics of the system which do not contribute to the algebraic loop problem. Hence,

to resolve the algebraic loop problem, it is sufficient that the static operator û 7→ ũ is

investigated. The following Lemmas will establish an approach to resolve the algebraic

loop issue through explicit computation:

Lemma 1 Assume that the deadzone limits are given by ū = [ū1, ū2, · · · , ūm]
T , E is

invertible and ũi ̸= 0, ∀ i = 1, ...,m, then

E−1(û− Sign(u)ū) = ũ (25)

Proof Given ũi ̸= 0, ũ+Sign(u)ū = u. Moreover, u = û−(E−I)ũ. Hence, the assertion

follows. �

This implies that, for scalar algebraic loops, an explicit solution is possible [4]:

Corollary 2 Assuming the algebraic loop is scalar, i.e. E = e and sign(û) = sign(u),

then dz(û)
e

= ũ.

Thus, the scalar algebraic loop has a simple explicit solution.

For multi-variable algebraic loops, it would be desirable to exploit the relationship in

(25). Hence, we wish to compute ũ for a given û. However, this is only possible with

equation (25) if we have knowledge of Sign(u). The following Lemma establishes the

necessary condition:
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Lemma 2 Assume that the deadzone limits are given by ū = [ū1, ū2, · · · , ūm]
T , E is

invertible and ũi ̸= 0, ∀ i = 1, ...,m. Then Sign(E−1û) = Sign(ũ) = Sign(u) if, for any

diagonal matrix D = diag (d1, d2, · · · , dm) satisfying |di| = 1, di ∈ R, the following holds:

Sign(E−1Dū) = D (26)

Proof It has been established using (25) that E−1û = ũ + E−1 Sign(u)ū. Moreover,

Sign(u) = Sign(ũ). Hence, E−1û = ũ + E−1 Sign(ũ)ū and Sign(E−1 Sign(ũ)ū) = Sign(ũ).

Thus, the assertion follows. �

Equation (26) is satisfied if and only if the matrix (E−1 diag(ū)) is strictly diagonally

dominant. The following Corollary is necessary for resolving an algebraic loop and is a

generalization of Corollary 2 of [4].

Corollary 3 Assume that the conditions of Lemma 1 hold and (E−1 diag(ū)) is strictly

diagonally dominant, then E−1(û− Sign(E−1û)ū) = ũ.

Note that the LMIs of (13) and (19) guarantee that the algebraic loop has a solution

which is unique [24]. Hence, it is now possible to resolve an algebraic loop for a strictly

diagonally dominant matrix (E−1 diag(ū)). As an example, an algebraic loop with two

constrained signals, m = 2, shall suffice:

E =

 e11 e12

e21 e22


The following steps are to be taken for given û = [û1 û2]

T :

1. Compute ũ = E−1(û − Sign(E−1û)ū), ũ = [ũ1 ũ2]
T . If ũ1 ̸= 0, ũ2 ̸= 0 and

Sign(E−1û) = Sign(ũ), then a solution of the algebraic loop is found.

Otherwise, go to step 2):

2. Assume ũ1 = 0. This is satisfied if dz1(û1 − e12ũ2) = 0 for ũ2 = dz2(û2)/e22.

Otherwise, go to step 3):

3. Assume ũ2 = 0. This is satisfied if dz2(û2 − e21ũ1) = 0 for ũ1 = dz1(û1)/e11.

This procedure will guarantee the solution of the algebraic loop and can be extended to

m > 2 in a straightforward manner.
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5 Two other existing AW approaches

For completeness and for comparison, we also briefly present two other AW compensators

designed by the robust AW approach in [23] and the IMC AW approach [29].

5.1 The robust AW (RAW) approach of [23]

In Figs. 1 and 2, if assuming E = I and M(∞) = I, then we have the framework used to

develop the robust AW approach in [23]. This approach is to achieve a tradeoff between

the performance and robustness, by minimizing the L2 gain:

1

γ

∥∥∥∥∥∥ W
1
2
y yd

W
1
2
r z∆

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

− γ∥ulin∥2 ≤ 0 (27)

which is composed of a weighted combination of two mappings Tp : ulin 7→ yd representing

the performance and Tr : ulin 7→ z∆ representing the robust stability, with Wy and Wr as

the corresponding weights. This approach leads to the LMI (23) in [23]:

M11 M12 0 M14 LT

⋆ −2U Inu UDT
p U

⋆ ⋆ −γInu 0 −I

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ −γW−1
y 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ −γW−1
r


< 0 (28)

with M11 = ApQ + QAT
p + BpL + LTBT

p , M12 = BpU − LT , M14 = QCT
p + LTDT

p ,

Q = QT > 0, L = FQ, diagonal matrix U > 0 and scalar γ > 0. A beneficial by-product

of involving the extra map Tr in the minimization is the removal of fast poles of the

compensator.

5.2 IMC AW approach [29]

It is noted that the IMC AW in [29] is subsumed within the AW framework of [23] when

we set M = I and E = I in Fig. 1.
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6 AW designs for DSS systems

The principal idea of substructuring is to test the critical subcomponents of a large engi-

neering system (represented as a physical substructure), while the remainder is simulta-

neously represented as a real-time numerical model (called the numerical substructure).

Hence, a DSS consists of at least two components:

• a physical substructure which is to be tested practically, together with actuators

(called the transfer system), which exert the necessary forces or torques on the

physical test specimen itself.

• a numerical substructure, representing the dynamics of the remaining parts of the

system.

The substructuring approach can be more advantageous than traditional testing methods,

such as full-size testing of the entire system, scale-model testing, pseudo-dynamic test-

ing and purely numerical testing [27]. An important issue of the substructuring method

is the need for close synchronization of the physical and numerical substructures. This

demands a high fidelity of control to synchronize the signals at the interface between

the two substructures. However, the uncertainties and the nonlinearities associated with

the dynamical interaction between the two substructures, together with the dynamics of

the transfer system, will normally cause problems with synchronization. One of these

problems is associated with the actuator saturation, which may degrade the DSS perfor-

mance. Model Predictive Control (MPC) and AW compensation are two possible control

strategies appropriate for actuator saturation problems. The real-time implementation of

MPC on DSS has been performed on a hydraulically-actuated test of a quasi-motorcycle

system in [14]. However, the on-line implementation of MPC on a fast system may have

problems, due to the computation time required for solving the optimization problem at

each sampling time. In this case, the AW compensation can be used as an alternative

approach to cope with the actuator saturation problem in DSS.
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To facilitate the DSS controller design, a general DSS framework was proposed in [18]

(see Fig. 7), where

z1 = G1d−G0u (29)

z2 = G2u (30)

Here, z1 and z2 are the interface signals from the physical and numerical substructures,

which are to be synchronized; d is the testing, or external excitation, signal; u is the

control signal provided by a DSS controller; G1 and G2 represent the dynamics of the

numerical and physical substructures, and G0 is the interaction dynamics between the

two substructures. We use the generalized set {Σ1,Σ2} to represent the numerical and

physical substructures {ΣN ,ΣP} or, conversely, {ΣP ,ΣN}. For more details about the

substructuring problem, see [18] and the references therein. The control objective is to

use a synchronizing control signal u to make the output z2 of Σ2 track the output z1

of Σ1, subject to the excitation signal, d. The smaller the tracking error, e = z1 − z2,

the closer the DSS is to the real system. If the excitation signal, d, is assumed to be

a measured disturbance, then the synchronization of DSS can be viewed as a regulation

control problem with measured disturbance attenuation. The DSS shown in Fig. 7 can

be cast into the AW framework in this paper by setting Pu = −(G0 +G2) and Pw = G1.

In the following, we introduce two DSS examples and use the numerical simulation

results to demonstrate the efficacy of using AW compensation techniques, and to provide

a comparison of the AW approaches presented in this paper.
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6.1 Mass-damper system

In this example, we consider the seismic response reduction problem of a model building

with a tuned mass-damper. This system is used for small-scale demonstration purposes.

A small-scale shaking table test rig is used to establish a DSS system: the shaking table,

acting as the mass-damper, is assumed to be the physical substructure, while the building

is assumed to be the numerical substructure. The testing signal simulates the horizon-

tal ground vibration during an earthquake, which can excite the fundamental mode of

vibration of a tall building in the 1 Hz region. The DSS control aims to synchronize the

two substructures so that the response of the DSS is as close as possible to that of the

emulated system, subject to the same excitation signal.

6.1.1 The mass-damper DSS

A building with a damper system can be illustrated as in Fig. 8, where the top mass m2

with damper c2 and spring k2 represents the damper system (physical substructure), and

the bottom mass m1 with damper c1 and spring k1 represents the building (the numerical
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substructure), so that:

m1ÿn1 = fn1 − fn2 (31)

m2ÿp2 = fp2 (32)

fn1 = k1(d− yn1) + c1(ḋ− ẏn1) (33)

fp2 = k2(yp1 − yp2) + c2(ẏp1 − ẏp2) (34)

where we use the subscripts n and p to represent the variables associated with the numer-

ical and physical substructures, respectively. We assume that the interaction force is the

constraint variable, i.e. fp2 = fn2, and the objective is to minimize the physical substruc-

ture displacement output yp1, generated by an actuator, with the numerical substructure

displacement output yn1. We define the DSS error as e := yn1 − yp1. Hence, after some

manipulation, the DSS is given by:

yn1 = Gdd−Gyyp1 (35)

yp1 = Gau (36)

where Ga =
b

s+a
is the transfer function for the transfer system actuator, and

Gd =
c1s+ k1

m1s2 + c1s+ k1

Gy =
m2s

2(c2s+ k2)

(m1s2 + c1s+ k1)(m2s2 + c2s+ k2)

Then the DSS error is

e = Gdd− (Gy + 1)Gau = Gdd+Guu (37)

with Gu = −(Gy + 1)Ga.

The parameters are chosen as m1 = 150kg, k1 = 7708.7 N/m, c1 = 100 Ns/m,

m2 = 7.8kg, k2 = 400 N/m, c2 = 14.65 Ns/m, a = 8s−1 and b = 0.3 mV/s. This choice

of parameters lead to the fundamental mode natural frequency of the building given by√
k1/m1 ≈ 7.17 rad/s.

6.1.2 Designs of controller and AW compensators

We calculate a linear feedback controller Ke so that the loop shape L = GuKe optimally

matches a target loop shape of Gt, using the MATLABTM routine Ke=loopsyn(Gu, Gt).
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We also choose Gt = 25
s
, which has a crossover frequency of 25 rad/s. The resulting

feedback controller has a guaranteed infinite gain margin and a phase margin of 90 degrees.

The complementary sensitivity response 25/(s+25) provides a −20 dB/dec roll-off above

25 rad/s, creating robustness to relative plant output uncertainty in a small gain sense.

Hence, this guarantees a sufficiently robust controller to cope with the model mismatch

from either parametric uncertainty or unmodelled dynamics. The feedforward controller

is determined by an inverse controller Kd = G−1
u Gd. Here we use the nominal values of

the actuators to calculate the controllers and assume the actuator in the plant has the

parameters a = 10 s−1, b = 0.8 mV/s, so that a model mismatch exists. The simulations

were performed in four cases: the linear controller alone, the linear controller plus the

IMC anti-windup (IMC AW), the linear controller plus the robust anti-windup (RAW)

and the linear controller plus the robust disturbance rejection anti-windup (DRAW).

For the purpose of illustration, we set the actuator’s input constraint as −0.2 ∼ 0.2 V,

corresponding to an output constraint of −0.016 ∼ 0.016 m. The testing signal was a

chirp signal sweeping from 0.2 Hz to 3 Hz, with a magnitude of 0.01 m and a time duration

of 20 s. In the design of the RAW compensator the weights were chosen as Wp = 1 and

Wr = 0.007; while in the design of the DRAW compensator, the weights were chosen as

Wp = 1 and Wu = 0.007. We also chose a disturbance filter Wfd = 0.5(s+600)
s+1.2

, to penalize

the testing signal under 3 Hz in the design of the DRAW.

6.1.3 Simulation results

The DSS errors and the actuator inputs for the cases when using the linear controller alone

and the case when using DRAW compensator are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, which demon-

strate the performance improvement of the DRAW over the linear controller alone, while

the input remains strictly within −0.2 ∼ 0.2 V. We plot the integral squared errors of the

DSS errors, as shown in Fig. 11, which shows that the AW compensators can improve the

performances over the linear controller alone. The performances of the AW compensators

with respect to the DSS error reduction are in the order DRAW>RAW>IMC AW. To

make a better comparison of the performances when the actuator is subject to different

magnitude limits, we compare the ISE final values in Table 1, which also confirm the
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Table 1: A comparison of ISE final values at different actuator limits

Saturation Limit (V) ±0.15 ±0.2 ±0.25

Without AW 0.1877 0.1681 0.1444

IMC AW 0.1594 0.1388 0.1201

RAW 0.1532 0.1323 0.1138

DRAW 0.1319 0.1138 0.0986
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Figure 9: The DSS errors (without an AW compensator and with a DRAW compensator)

same conclusion as the ISE plot. Moreover, it is coincident that the ISE final value of

DRAW in the case of saturation (±0.25 V) is the same with that of RAW in the case of

saturation (±0.2 V).

6.2 A quasi-motorcycle suspension system

We now consider the simulation of a quasi-motorcycle system.
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Figure 10: The actuator inputs (without an AW compensator and with a DRAW com-

pensator)
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Figure 11: A comparison of the ISE plots of the DSS errors

6.2.1 The DSS of the quasi-motorcycle suspension system

In this case study, we separate the system into the following parts: the quasi-motorcycle

body with two suspension struts, and the front and rear wheels/tyres modelled numeri-

cally, as shown in Fig. 12. We call this a single mode substructure. We can also model

one wheel/tyre numerically and the other physically, or two wheels/tyres physically and

the body with two suspension struts numerically, depending on the problems that we are

interested in. The control objective is to synchronize the physical and numerical substruc-

tures by minimizing the displacement errors {y1, y2} between the front/rear suspension

struts {ya31, ya32} and front/rear wheel hubs {y31, y32}, subject to external testing signals

{d1, d2}, (which can be viewed as road disturbances). The model for this system can be

established and represented in the standard DSS framework, so that G1 only contains

the numerical substructure parameters, G2 the substructure parameters of the physical

components, i.e. the quasi-motor cycle. The interaction transfer function G0 contains

elements of both the numerical and physical substructures. See [19] for the details of the

model development, the parameter values, and the LSC and MSC control designs. Here
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we only present the transfer function matrices for the DSS:

G0 =

G0(1,1) G0(1,2)

G0(2,1) G0(2,2)

 G1 =

G1(1,1) 0

0 G1(2,2)


G2 =

 8.3
s+8.3

0

0 8.3
s+8.3


with

G0(1,1) = G0(2,2) =
413.4s3 + 2953s2

s5 + 52.57s4 + 1358s3 + 1.778e4s2 + 1.26e5s+ 3.873e5

G0(1,2) = G0(2,1) =
206.3s3 + 1474s2

s5 + 52.57s4 + 1358s3 + 1.778e4s2 + 1.26e5s+ 3.873e5

G1(1,1) = G1(2,2) =
30.27s+ 466.7

s2 + 30.27s+ 466.7

Note that the above models are used for the designs of the controller and AW com-

pensators, and are established via the linearizing approximations: sin θ ≈ θ and cos θ ≈ 1.

However, the full nonlinear dynamics are modelled in SIMULINKTM, for the purpose of

simulation. See [19] for the details of the model development.

In the following, we first design an LQG controller for the system ignoring the actuator

limits, then design AW compensators respectively based on Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and

the original W&P approach (Lemma 1).
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6.2.2 The designs of the LQG controller and AW compensators

Suppose that the transfer functions G0(s), G1(s) and G2(s) are strictly proper and their

state space matrices are Gi(s) ∼ (Ai, Bi, Ci, 0) with i = 0, 1, 2. Then, the state space

realization for the whole system can be written as

ẋ = Ax+Buu+Bdd (38a)

y = Cx (38b)

with x =
[
xT
0 xT

1 xT
2

]T
∈ Rnx , y ∈ Rnu and

A =


A0 0 0

0 A1 0

0 0 A2

 Bu =


B0

0

B2

 Bd =


0

B1

0


C =

[
−C0 C1 −C2

]
The corresponding equations for a linear observer are

˙̂x = Ax̂+Buu+Bdd+ L(y − ŷ) (39a)

ŷ = Cx̂ (39b)

Suppose the feedback gain K is computed from the algebraic Ricatti equation so that

u = −Kx̂ (40)

Substituting (40) and (39b) into (39a) leads to the LQG controller-observer equations:

˙̂x = (A− LC −BuK)x̂+Bdd+ Ly (41a)

u = −Kx̂ (41b)

Therefore,

Ac = A− LC −BuK Bc,d = Bd Bc,y = L

Cc = −K Dc,d = 0 Dc,y = 0

The weights of the Kalman filter when designing the observer are chosen as Qn =

105Iny and Rn = Inu ; the weights for the algebraic Ricatti equation are Q = 5×103×CT
p Cp
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and R = Inu . We use a pulse signal with amplitude 0.01m, period 2s and pulse width 0.2s

as the testing signal. The limits for both actuators are [−0.012, 0.012]m.

Based on the LQG controller, we make a comparison of four cases: (a) without AW

compensator; (b) with AW compensator – minimizing the L2 gain from ulin to yd (Lemma

1); (c) with AW compensator – minimizing the L2 gain from d to yd (Corollary 1); and

(d) with AW compensator – minimizing the L2 gain from d to yd (Theorem 1);

For case (b), the L2 gain from ulin to yd is γu = 1.3903.

For case (c), if set E = Inu , then the L2 gain from d to yd is γd = 4.2565.

For case (d), the L2 gain from d to yd and the variable E (see Remark 3) are

γd =1.2761 E =

 4.5424 −0.4778

−0.4779 4.5426


Here, E−1 diag(0.012, 0.012) is strictly diagonally dominant, hence the algebraic loop can

be resolved using the approach in Section 4 (see Corollary 3).

From the results, we note that the L2 gain γd is greatly reduced when using the

approach based on Theorem 1, compared with the one based on Corollary 1.

6.2.3 Simulation results

Fig. 13 shows the interaction interface errors of the DSS for 4 cases. We can see that the

performance in case (d) is better than other three cases, while the performance in cases

(b) and (c) is not better than in (a). This shows that the original W&P approach is not

suitable for the disturbance rejection problem in this example and the approach based on

Theorem 1 is much less conservative than the one based on Corollary 1. Fig. 14 shows

the control inputs of the plant in the four cases and we can see that the control input

magnitude of case (d) is less than the ones of other three cases.

7 Conclusion

We have developed an approach to improve system performance for disturbance rejection

problems based on the W&P scheme. The novel feature of this new approach is that

a transfer function representing the effect of the disturbance on the nonlinear loop is
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considered in the compensator synthesis. The algebraic loop problem associated with this

AW-compensator is resolved by a generic approach. The additive uncertainty of the plant

is incorporated into the AW-compensator synthesis for disturbance rejection problems.

This approach is applied to DSS examples to cope with the actuator limits. The benefit

of using this approach is also shown in two simulation examples.

A Proof of Theorem 1

Proof We choose a Lyapunov function candidate as

V = ξTPξ (42)

with ξ := [xT
p , x

T
d ]

T and P as (9).

Define the following relations and matrices:

Ã = Ao +HT
1 ΛG1 B̃ = Bo +HT

1 ΛG2

C̃d = Cdo +HT
2 ΛG1 D̃d = Ddo +HT

2 ΛG2 (43)

C̃p = Cpo +HT
3 ΛG1 D̃p = HT

3 ΛG2

with

Bo =

0np×nu 0np×nw

0nd×nu Bd

 Cdo =

0nu×np Cd

0nw×np 0nw×nd


Ddo =

 0nu Dd

0nw×nu 0nw

 Cpo =
[
Cp 0ny×nd

]

G1 =

 Inp 0np×nd

0nu×np 0nu×nd

 G2 =

0np×nu 0np×nw

Inu 0nu×nw


HT

1 =

 Bp

0nd×nu

 HT
2 =

 −Inu

0nw×nu


HT

3 = Dp Λ =
[
F E

]
To guarantee the L2 gain performance, suppose P = P T > 0 is determined so that

d

dt
ξTPξ + 2ũTW (ulin − Fxp − Eũ) < γd∥d∥2 −

1

γd
∥yd∥2 (44)
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which is derived from the S-procedure. Note that integrating both sides of (44) from 0 to

∞, we have

V (∞)− V (0) + 2

∫ ∞

0

(
ũTW (ulin − Fxp − Eũ)

)
dt

<

∫ ∞

0

(
γd∥d∥2 −

1

γd
∥yd∥2

)
dt

which implies that the L2 gain from d to yd is less than γd.

Using Schur complements, (44) can be converted to
ÃTP + PÃ PB̃ + C̃T

d W̃ C̃T
p

B̃TP + W̃ C̃d W̃ D̃d + D̃T
d W̃ − γdĨnw D̃T

p

C̃p D̃p −γdIny

 < 0 (45)

with W̃ as (17).

Define

Q = P−1 =

Q11 Q12

QT
12 Q22

 (46)

Substituting (43) into (45) leads to

Ψ +HTΛG+GTΛTH < 0 (47)

where Ψ is (14), G is (16) and

H =
[
H1 H2 H3

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

HO

diag(P, W̃ , I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T̄

(48)

with

HO =
[
BT

p 0nu×nd
−Inu 0nu×nw DT

p

]
Using the projection lemma, the satisfaction of (13) is equivalent to the satisfaction

of the two matrix inequalities

W T
HΨWH < 0 W T

GΨWG < 0

Here the columns of WH span the null space of H such that HWH = 0 and the columns

of WG span the null space of G such that GWG = 0. Also, define the matrix WHO
whose
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columns span the null space of HO, such that HOWHO
= 0

WHO
=


Inp 0 Bp 0 0

0 Ind
0 0 0

0 0 0 Inw 0

0 0 Dp 0 Iny



T

(49)

Since HOWHO
= HT̄−1T̄WH = 0, we have WHo = T̄WH . Hence WH = T̄−1WHo and

W T
HΨWH = W T

Ho
T̄−1ΨT̄−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ψ̄

WHo

=

AoQ+QAT
o +WAQ+QW T

A QWC +WB

W T
CQ+W T

B WD

 < 0

(50)

Pre- and post-multiplying (50) by diag(P, I) results in (10).

Similarly,

WG =


0 Ind

0 0 0

0 0 0 Inw 0

0 0 0 0 Iny


T

(51)

Substitution of WG into W T
GΨWG < 0 results in

W T
GΨWG =


AT

dP22 + P22Ad P22Bd 0

BT
d P22 −γdInw 0

0 0 −γdIny

 < 0 (52)

which is equivalent to (12). �
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